THE FLIGHT TO INDIA
The next day started in some uncertainty for the flyers.
Excessive hotel charges raised the first signs of storm. But
there was a stern Scotch strain about the party, coupled to
more than a dash of fighting Irish, that proved equal to the
occasion. We rejected an offending hotel bus, summoned a
taxi in its stead, packed up as tightly as a sardine tin for less than
half die original charge, and soon reached the aerodrome.
The next stage in the flight to India lay across the Straits
of Messina to Catania, in Sicily.
The Moths nosed their way through unexpected cloud,
soft-floating and billowing out in white puffs, and with grey
masses of flying overcloud that brought the rain. Dodging the
worst of the storm, the aircraft were soon over Sicily, the
romantic land of lotus-eaters and sybarites, guarded by Scylla
and Charybdis, through whose dreaded portals has passed
much of the old romance and legend of classic times. Ulysses,
the many-wiled, had come this way, sailing across the wine-
dark sea on his return from Troy to get copy for his Odyssey;
the aviators looking down at Messina from the crystal air
might have been compared to some modern argonauts, in
quest, not of the Golden Fleece, but of the high, white coverlet
that guards the secrets of Everest.
The colours of Sicily wooed by wine and song, seem more
vital and vivid than elsewhere. She has always been something
of an international honey-pot and now she fills the profitable
role of tourist trap.
The steep streets of the seaside towns were filled with the
black, beetle-like figures of the devout on their way to church,
reminding all that it was the Sabbath, though the summoning
bells were inaudible. Houses showed up as white dots and
gardens were orange groves. Dry river-beds ran down to the
sea at frequent intervals, spanned by wide bridges bearing
witness to the thirsty propensities of the streams that in winter
and summer sign the pledge and go dry, but in spring are full
of jubilant waters racing from the mountain sides. Mount
Etna, cousin to Vesuvius and Stromboli, was found smoking its
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